Here’s What We Heard from the Last Open House on 11/07/2019

Staging
• Request for 3 additional locations to be reviewed: Zoo parking lot at Sloat Boulevard and Skyline, Vicente (southside between 26th and 28th Avenue), and Junipero Serra median (northbound, between Ocean and Sloat/St.Francis)
• Heard positive feedback for the Taraval (between 12th and 15th Avenue location) with many that expressed support for this area
• An inquiry on sourcing police traffic leaders

Construction
• Need clarification on the project scope for Segment B
• Project work (track work replacement, OCS, etc.)

Bus Transfer (Future bus substitution service)
• A few questions on what the bus transfer plan will be for Segment A (where is the terminal, where will the trains layover, and what the terminal will be for Segment B)
• Heard a concern on using 32nd Avenue as the inbound transfer point

Other non-staging related project concerns
• Heard some general frustration with the project’s removal of parking and stop changes
• Fear that construction work and impact will resemble that of Central Subway and Van Ness Improvement Project
• Traffic back up on Taraval and 19th Avenue